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mystical/dramatic a film narrated in Indian.n Agoraphobia Dr. Anna Fox witnesses what she shouldn't do while watching. As a
result, she suffers from paralysis and experiences nightmarish visions. To cope with her emotions, she tries to find help from
her friends. They suggest that she turn to two neurologists, about whom. But she does not trust them and continues to seek help
from an Indian woman named Vikrama. She soon realizes that her vision of a miracle can only be caused by encounters with
this one. Vikram cures her agoraphobia. They become good friends, and begins to realize their true nature and gradually gets rid
of agoraphobic habits. The first months after the opening of Asian cinema in 1966 show a phenomenal increase in
improvisation in cinema. During this time, there are a number of films that consist almost entirely of improvisation - such films
as "Bikers" in 1968, "Race" in 1975, and even "Broken Flowers" in 1988. They center on a woman whose monster husband tries
to commit suicide and who tries to stop him, mostly in the genre of melodrama. The movie "Race" tells the story of two friends
who climb into an enclosed space in a super-fast car and, in pursuit of their best friend, face much more brutal violence. In
1977, G. Suri, the director of production, collaborated with the directors and screenwriters of the film, created one of the first
Asian cinema trio, which included G. Mui, G. Nong and C. A. Bosa. The film was a big success in Thailand and was screened at
the Cannes Film Festival. Other well-known films in which the roles of director and actor are equal or almost equal are Gompo
Phammo's Gulliver and Fear House (also under the name Lightning Rod) directed by Lokir Suri. At this time, other performers
appear, such as Nedarmava Chadbang (Shahman - approx.), who played the role of the older brother Ipolit, in whom the feeling
of guilt lives, and the Thanmi Film actor, who played in the film "September" by the director - an anarchist film with elements
of violence which attracted the attention of art critics. Meanwhile,
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